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C
orporations in the United States have 
always taken part in public policy debates. 
Weighing in on proposed policies is of 
course their right, especially when the 

policies in question could affect the well-being  
of their enterprise. But some companies have 
used their extensive resources to misrepresent 
and misuse science at the public’s expense, and 
in recent years this inappropriate activity has  
become more visible and pervasive (UCS 2012).

Cases of such corporate intrusions have been  
observed in a variety of places where science  
is used to inform federal policy. They range, for 
example, from interference in the Food and Drug 
Administration’s approval of medical devices 
(UCS 2009) to the blocking of a national ground-
level ozone standard proposed by the U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) (Broder 2011). 
And increasingly, climate science is being used  
as a political football, with companies and their 
allies creating confusion around the science in  
an attempt to delay regulatory action. 

This analysis of corporate interference uses climate 
change as a case study to reveal how commercial 
interests attack science and act in other ways to 
undermine policies that would impact their bot-
tom lines. While some American companies have 

A few powerful corporations have 
been tremendously influential  
in dictating how the public  
understands climate science and 
how the national discussion on 
climate policy has progressed— 
or not progressed.

different venues. Even while cultivating a climate-
concerned image in more public settings, these 
corporations have sown doubt about climate  
science both directly (such as by challenging  
climate science in government filings) and  
indirectly (e.g., by supporting politicians, trade 
groups, and think tanks that misrepresent the 
scientific consensus on climate change and  
oppose action to address it). This powerful  
subset of companies has been tremendously  
influential in dictating how the public under-
stands (or misunderstands) climate science and 
how the national discussion on climate policy  
has progressed—or not progressed.

Though much of this influence is revealed in  
our full report, the scope of our research is lim-
ited by a lack of transparency in corporate affairs. 
Because publicly owned companies are legally 
required to disclose only minimal details about 
their political and financial activities, our findings 
likely represent an incomplete picture of the  
total influence they exert.

Increased transparency is thus needed to cast 
light on corporate activities in public policy  
discussions, and we recommend several specific 
actions that corporations, government, investors, 
and consumers can take to guide the nation  
toward greater corporate accountability.

A Systematic Approach
We explored the roles that 28 publicly traded  
corporations played in the national climate con-
versation during 2009 and 2010, when several 
climate change policy proposals were being  
considered. These companies were selected  
from among the S&P 500, either because they  
(a) commented publicly on the EPA’s finding that 
heat-trapping gases endanger public health  
and welfare (EPA 2009) or (b) contributed to cam-
paigns for or against Proposition 23, a 2010 ballot 
initiative in California that would have suspended 
the state’s global warming mitigation law  
(California Secretary of State 2010). 

To evaluate the degree to which each company 
in our sample helped or hindered the dialogue 
surrounding climate science and policy during  

taken laudable and consistent actions in support 
of climate science and policy, many others have 
aggressively worked to misrepresent the science 
and block science-based policy proposals.

Some companies, as shown in this study, have 
created confusion in the conversation on climate 
change by taking contradictory actions across 
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28 S&P 500 Publicly traded Corporations

Primary 
Audience the Public Government Investors

Venues of 
Corporate 
Influence

Figure eS1. Scope of research

Corporations utilize a variety of venues, directed at different audiences, to engage in the conversation on climate science and policy.

funding to outside Groups
•	 Trade	Groups
•	 Climate-focused	Industry	Groups
•	 Think	Tanks
•	 Other	Outside	Organizations

Securities and exchange 
Commission form 10-K

Internal revenue 
Service form 990

earnings Calls with 
financial Analysts

Annual reports

Shareholder Actions

ePA endangerment 
finding Comments

California Proposition 23 
Participation

Congressional  
engagement
•	 Political	Contributions
•	 Lobbying	Expenditures
•	 Congressional	Testimony

Corporate Public  
relations
•	 Executives’	Statements
•	 Website	Materials
•	 Marketing	Campaigns

the study period, we considered a range of  
corporate actions (Figure ES1) and categorized  
each company as Consistent, Contradictory, or 
Obstructionist	(Figure	ES2,	p.	4).

Corporate Influence on Climate 
Science Is Widespread
While some companies are consistently taking 
actions in support of climate-action policies, others 
are aggressively working to undermine climate 
science and obstruct science-based policy efforts 
at every opportunity (Figure ES3, p. 5). In particular, 
much misinformation about climate science is 
being promulgated by several energy-produc- 
ing companies. These companies influence the 
conversation on climate change through direct  
statements in public spaces, sizeable political 
contributions and lobbying expenditures, and 
the funding of trade groups and think tanks. 

Though these companies are a small subset of 
American corporations, they disproportionately 
and adversely influence the dialogue by eroding 
the public’s understanding of climate change and 
weakening support for science-based climate 
policy. 

Contradictory Companies  
Create Confusion
A number of the companies considered in this 
report assumed different positions on climate 
change	within	the	same	time	period	(Figure	ES4,	
p. 6). These companies took contradictory actions 
or made statements in support of climate science 
and policy in some public venues while spread-
ing misinformation on climate science or hinder-
ing science-based policy elsewhere. While all 
companies in our sample stated they were taking 
voluntary internal action to reduce carbon 
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Applied Materials, Inc.

NIKE, Inc.

AES Corporation

NRG Energy, Inc.

NextEra Energy, Inc.

Alcoa Inc.

Sempra Energy

Boeing Company

General Electric Company

ConocoPhillips

Progress Energy, Inc.

Denbury Resources Inc.

TECO Energy, Inc.

Waste Management, Inc.

Caterpillar Inc.

DTE Energy Company

Exxon Mobil Corporation

Chesapeake Energy Corporation

Tesoro Corporation

Murphy Oil Corporation

Ameren Corporation

FMC Corporation

Occidental Petroleum Corporation

Valero Energy Corporation

Marathon Oil Corporation

Peabody Energy Corporation

 2              1             0              1              2              3             4             5             6  

Actions ScorePublic Relations  
Score

n  Pro-climate 
n  Anti-climate

this figure quantifies corporate statements and actions documented by our research and categorizes overall company  
behavior regarding climate science and science-based policy. All statements and actions included in this figure are weighted 
equally under our methodology, though we recognize that they are not equal in terms of the degree of influence on the  
climate discussion. firstenergy Corporation and Xcel energy inc. are not included in this figure because their corporate  
actions on climate change were of insufficient number for categorization. the full methodology for this figure is described  
in Appendix A. While all companies in our sample stated they were taking voluntary internal action to reduce carbon  
emissions, many of them also took actions that undermined climate science or opposed science-based policy efforts.

Figure eS2. Summary of Corporate Statements and Actions on Climate Change 
Science and Policy
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Figure eS3. Climate Actions for nIKe, Inc. and Peabody energy Corporation

many of the companies in our sample held consistent positions on climate science and policy across multiple venues. nIKe, Inc.,   
a consumer products manufacturer, took numerous actions in support of science-based climate policies, while coal producer Peabody  
energy Corporation consistently took steps to spread misinformation on climate science and oppose science-based policy efforts. 

“the greatest crisis society confronts is not 
a future environmental crisis predicted by 
computer models but a human crisis today that 
is fully within our power to solve . . . with coal.” 
(Peabody website, 2011)

“We have committed to strategic collaboration 
through BICeP to push for U.S. energy and 
climate legislation and rule making.”  
(NIKE website, 2011)

Supporting Climate Science  
or Science-Based Policy                  

AC t I o n :  Resigned from the board 
of directors of the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce due to its climate position

AC t I o n :  Co-signed	“Message	to	
Barack	Obama”	favoring	climate	
legislation

t r A D e  G r o U P  m e m B e r S H I P S

•	 Carbon Disclosure Project

•	 Ceres Business for Innovative Climate & Energy Policy 
(BICEP)

•	 U.S. Chamber of Commerce*  
(resigned board membership in 2009)

AC t I o n :  Peabody 
funded the American 
Energy Security Study, 
which published stories 
that undermine estab-
lished climate science

t r A D e  G r o U P  m e m B e r S H I P S

•	 Alliance	for	Energy	and	Economic	Growth

•	 American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity

•	 Business Roundtable

•	 Center for Energy and Economic Development*

•	 National	Association	of	Manufacturers*

•	 National	Mining	Association*

•	 U.S. Chamber of Commerce*

* 	 B O A R d 	 M E M B E R

relevant Spending

•	 Total	political	contributions:	 
$175,601

•	 Total	lobbying	expenditures:	 
$3,240,000

•	 Funding	ratio	of	anti-climate	to	 
pro-climate	members	of	Congress:	 
1 to 3.2

relevant Spending

•	 Total	political	contributions:	 
$684,283

•	 Total	lobbying	expenditures:	 
$33,420,000

•	 Funding	ratio	of	anti-climate	to	 
pro-climate	members	of	Congress:		 
4.0 to 1

Has
Supported

George	 
C.	Marshall	 

Institute

opposing Climate Science  
or Science-Based Policy

* 	 B O A R d 	 M E M B E R
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Figure eS4. Climate Actions for ConocoPhillips

AC t I o n :  Withdrew 
from U.S. Climate  
Action Partnership  
on the eve of climate 
legislation’s introduc-
tion in the Senate

t r A D e  G r o U P  m e m B e r S H I P S

•	 American Petroleum Institute*

•	 Business Roundtable

•	 National	Association	of	Manufacturers

•	 National Petrochemical and Refiners Association

•	 U.S. Chamber of Commerce*

•	 Western States Petroleum Association

* 	 B O A R d 	 M E M B E R

opposing Climate Science  
or Science-Based Policy

Supporting Climate Science  
or Science-Based Policy                  

AC t I o n :  ConocoPhillips’ name and  
logo have been used in media campaigns 
advocating for cap-and-trade

AC t I o n :  Expressed concern over the 
physical effects of climate change in 2009 
earnings call with financial analysts

t r A D e  G r o U P  m e m B e r S H I P S

•	 California Climate Action Registry

•	 Carbon Disclosure Project

•	 U.S. Climate Action Partnership (US CAP)  
(withdrew in 2010)

•	 World Business Council for Sustainable Development

relevant Spending

•	 Total	political	contributions:	 
$742,951

•	 Total	lobbying	expenditures:	 
$62,710,000

•	 Funding	ratio	of	anti-climate	to	 
pro-climate	members	of	Congress:	 
15.4 to 1

“ConocoPhillips recognizes that human activity 
. . . is contributing to increased concentrations 
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere that can 
lead to adverse changes in global climate.”  
(ConocoPhillips website, 2011)

“While the ePA proposal includes support for 
the existence of climate change, the support for 
the effects of climate change on public health 
and welfare is limited and is typified by a high 
degree of uncertainty.” (ConocoPhillips EPA  
Endangerment Finding comments, 2009)

Has
Supported

Nature
Conservancy

AC t I o n :  Set up an online campaign 
to encourage employees to contact 
senators to oppose legislation in spite 
of its active membership in the U.S. 
Climate Action Partnership

Several companies in our sample were found to be inconsistent in their actions related to climate change, and ConocoPhillips was  
among the most contradictory. It took actions in support of climate science and policy actions in some venues while undermining  
climate science and policy in others. 
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emissions, half of them also misrepresented 
some element of established climate science  
in their public communications.

Our	research	suggests	that	companies	are	more	
likely to accept climate science and express a 
commitment to climate action in venues directed 
at the general public, and are more likely to mis-
represent climate science and oppose action in 
venues directed at the federal government or 
that involve the outside organizations they fund. 

A lack of transparency
When the influences behind public policy making 
are concealed, which we have found to be the case 
with national discussions surrounding climate 
change, the democratic processes of our federal 
government are vulnerable to commercial and 
political exploitation. This lack of transparency 
enables companies to steer the national discourse 
from behind closed doors, manipulating public 
understanding of climate science and skewing 
policy discussion in favor of corporate priorities. 

Because commercial interests are often not 
aligned with the public interest, the dispropor-
tionate influence of corporations in discussions 
of climate policies harms the public good. But 
casting light on corporate political activities can 
help hold companies accountable to investors, 
policy makers, and the public.

Support for Outside Organizations
Greater	transparency	is	needed	with	respect	to	
corporations’ support of outside organizations. 
Although corporate foundations are legally re-
quired to disclose their donations to the Internal 
Revenue Service, companies can circumvent  
this requirement by giving directly, rather than 
through their philanthropic arms, to outside 
groups (Kahn 1997). A recent study conducted by 
the Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University 
estimated that only 31 percent of all corporate 
donations are made through corporate foun- 
dations	(Giving	USA	Foundation	2011).	

Given the inconspicuous ways  
in which companies can utilize 
supposedly independent groups 
to further their own agendas,  
the funding of industry groups is 
an important pathway through 
which corporations influence the 
national climate conversation 
without accountability.

Although this report’s research has uncovered 
several affiliations between our sample companies 
and outside organizations that work on climate 
science or policy (Figure ES5, p. 8), we cannot 
claim that their corporate contributions were 
used  specifically for climate work. Nevertheless, 
while many of the organizations receiving cor-
porate support represent trade interests or try to 
advance public-interest causes, some of these 
groups take starkly anti-science positions on cli-
mate change and work aggressively to challenge 
climate  science and science-based climate 
policies.

Congress and company shareholders alike have  
attempted to require companies to disclose their 
corporate giving. Several corporations, including 
General	Electric	Company,	have	received	share-
holder proposals requesting a list of charitable 
contributions (Tonello 2011). In 2009, shareholders 
of	Waste	Management,	Inc.	proposed	greater	dis-
closure of political contributions so that positions 
taken	by	supported	groups—Waste	Management	
has a seat on the board of the National Association 
of	Manufacturers	(NAM),	for	example—would	
not run counter to the company’s stated goal  
of corporate leadership on climate change. The 
resolution read, “Without disclosure, it is impos-
sible for shareholders to know whether Waste 
Management	payments	to	[the]	NAM	are	used		
for the group’s political activities, including  
those	opposing	climate	change	legislation”		
(IBT	General	Fund	2010).

Co n t I n U e D  f r o m  PAG e  3
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Political Contributions and Lobbying 
Companies in the United States are required  
to report some information on their corporate 
giving and political activity to the federal govern-
ment; these requirements, however, are wholly 
insufficient to determine the full impact that  
corporations are having on federal policy related 
to climate change and other issues of public 
interest. 

Specifically, publicly traded companies are  
required to report the amounts they spend on  
direct political contributions and lobbying (Table 
ES1), but they do not need to disclose the par- 
ticular issues for which these contributions are 
targeted. In addition, companies do not need  
to disclose many indirect political contributions, 
such as their donations to outside organizations 
that are politically active. As a result, we cannot 
determine the extent to which corporations are 
lobbying politicians on climate policy.

In response to this lack of transparency on corpo-
rate political activity, the federal government and 
company shareholders have called in recent years 
for greater disclosure. In April 2010, President 
Obama proposed an executive order that would 

Figure eS5. Affiliations with think tanks and other organizations that Support or Misrepresent Climate Science

Many companies in our sample were found to have supported think tanks, trade groups, and other outside organizations that work  
on climate-change-related issues. Here, we note three companies most active in funding organizations that support climate science 
while also funding organizations that have misrepresented climate science.

Exxon Mobil
Corporation

Alcoa Inc.

Caterpillar Inc.

6               5                4                 3                2                1

Number of Affiliations with  
Groups Supporting Climate Science

Number of Affiliations with 
Groups Misrepresenting Climate Science

1               2               3                 4                 5                 6                7

Support Misrepresent

Color Key by Stock Market Sector:     n  Energy     n  Industrials      n  Materials

have required government contractors to dis-
close more details about their direct and indirect 
political spending; Luis Aguilar, a commissioner of 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC), recently echoed this sentiment. “Unfortu-
nately,” he said, “there is no comprehensive system 
of disclosure related to corporate political expen-
ditures—and that failure results in investors be-
ing deprived of uniform, reliable, and consistent 
disclosure regarding the political expenditures  
of the companies they own” (Blumenthal 2012; 
Kennedy and Skaggs 2011). Moreover, a recent 
report found that nearly a third of the shareholder 
resolutions prepared for the 2012 corporate an-
nual meeting season ask companies for more dis-
closure about their direct and indirect campaign 
spending and lobbying (Welsh and Passoff 2012).

Business Risks from Climate Change
Many companies are also not fully transparent  
regarding their disclosure of business risks  
associated with climate change. 

The SEC obligates all publicly traded companies 
to discuss risks that might materially affect their 
business in their annual Form 10-K filings (SEC 
2009). In 2010, the guidance for the Form 10-K 
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Company
Anti-Climate :  

Pro-Climate ratio
total Political  
Contributions

total lobbying  
(in millions)

Murphy	Oil	Corporation 29	:	1 $30,000 $5.71

ConocoPhillips 15.4	:	1 $742,951 $62.71

Marathon	Oil	Corporation 14.7	:	1 $762,950 $43.72

Exxon	Mobil	Corporation 10.1	:	1 $1,556,961 $131.63

Valero Energy Corporation 9.3	:	1 $1,490,472 $4.63

Chesapeake Energy Corporation 5.3	:	1 $584,400 $5.33

Caterpillar Inc. 4.9	:	1					 $990,961 $16.38

Occidental	Petroleum	Corporation 4.9	:	1					 $689,250 $28.21

Peabody Energy Corporation 4.0	:	1					 $684,283 $33.42

Denbury Resources Inc. 2.8	:	1 $34,450 $1.55

NextEra Energy, Inc. 1.9	:	1 $1,377,522 $3.20

Tesoro Corporation 1.7	:	1 $323,800 $1.26

TECO	Energy,	Inc. 1.6	:	1 $311,850 $14.59

DTE Energy Company 	1.5	:	1 $874,678 $12.98

FirstEnergy Corporation 1.5	:	1 $828,845 $16.50

Progress Energy, Inc. 1.4	:	1 $659,051 $16.67

Xcel Energy Inc. 1.3	:	1 $626,925 $17.25

Waste	Management,	Inc. 1.3	:	1 $149,020 $5.58

FMC	Corporation 1.2	:	1 $322,855 $12.43

Boeing Company 1	:	1.3 $4,517,635 $107.29

General	Electric	Company 1	:	1.4 $5,076,353 $189.91

Ameren Corporation 1	:	1.9 $484,900 $19.20

Applied	Materials,	Inc. 1	:	1.9 $224,354 $6.68

Sempra Energy 1	:	2.0 $634,975 $14.06

NRG	Energy,	Inc. 1	:	2.7 $1,377,522 $5.74

Alcoa Inc. 1	:	2.7 $30,450 $13.82

NIKE, Inc. 1	:	3.2 $175,601 $3.24

AES Corporation 1	:	5.4 $101,504 $1.32

Table eS1. Political Contributions and lobbying expenditures ranked by funding ratio

Color	Key	by	Stock	Market	Sector:	

n  Energy     n  Utilities     n  Industrials      n  Materials	     n  Consumer Discretionary     n  Information Technology

total political contributions and lobbying expenditures are shown for all companies, ranked by their ratio of a:b, where “a” 
stands for funding to members of Congress with voting records that oppose science-based climate policy (“anti-climate”) and 
“b” represents funding to those who support it (“pro-climate”). lobbying expenditures occurred in the 2002–2010 time frame; 
voting and political contribution time frames correspond to 2007–2010 for House members and 2003–2010 for senators.
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specifically suggested that companies consider  
and discuss any significant risks to their business from 
climate change—both from its physical effects and 
from impacts of climate regulations (SEC 2010).   
The guidance also included a reference to scientific 
research on the physical effects of climate change 
and	the	risks	to	businesses	(GAO	2007).

Some companies in our sample, such as Progress  
Energy, Inc. and AES Corporation, fully considered 
these climate-related risks in their Form 10-K filings. 
Two	companies,	however,	General	Electric	Company	
and Boeing Company, failed to mention climate 
change at all in their 2009 and 2010 Form 10-Ks. 
Many	others	discussed	the	impacts	that	regulation	
would have on their business while not comment- 
ing on the physical effects of climate change itself.

The failure of some companies to seriously consider 
climate change in their business risk assessments, 
even when specifically requested to do so in a gov-
ernment form, demonstrates a need for strength- 
ening SEC requirements to ensure that companies 
are fulfilling their responsibilities to investors and  
the greater community. 

the Path forward 
Inappropriate corporate influence on the national  
dialogue on climate science and policy is large-scale 
and complex, spanning multiple venues from the 
public spheres of government relations and media 
outlets to the more covert realms of think tank fund-
ing and political contributions. In turn, the solutions 
for reducing this influence will also be large-scale 
and complex, requiring fundamental changes in  
how corporations and the federal government oper-
ate and interact. Transparency and accountability  
will need to be inherent to corporate-government 
relations, and the loopholes and mechanisms that 
allow corporations to inappropriately influence  
political processes will need to be eliminated. 

A range of specific near-term actions can be taken  
by corporations, government, investors, and consumers 
that will put the United States on the right path. These 
recommendations would hold companies account-
able for their statements and actions while laying the 
foundation for an honest conversation on science-
based	climate	policy:

In 2007, Andrew Cuomo, then attorney 
general of the state of New York, in-
vestigated five companies (Xcel Energy 

Inc., Peabody Energy Corporation, Domi-
nion Resources Inc., Dynegy Inc., and 
AES Corporation) interested in building 
new coal-fired power plants (Confessore 
2008). Cuomo pursued the case on the 
grounds that the proposed plants car-
ried substantial business risk related to 
climate change, particularly from the 
possibility of legislation restricting car-
bon emissions, and that these risks had 
not been adequately disclosed, thereby 
misleading investors. Xcel Energy Inc. 
settled its part of the investigation in 
2008 by agreeing to disclose business 
risks associated with climate change,  
including physical and legislative risks, 
in its annual reporting to the federal 
government, and to disclose more infor-
mation about its carbon emissions (Con-
fessore 2008). 
 This unprecedented case came dur-
ing a time of broader demand on utility 
companies for greater consideration of 
climate	change	risk.	Many	other	compa-
nies, including Sempra Energy, Ameren 
Corporation (Sheehan 2008), Conoco-
Phillips	 (Hays	2007),	 and	Occidental	 Pe-
troleum Corporation (Ceres 2010) were 
receiving shareholder proposals that 
specifically requested greater disclosure 
on the financial risks of climate change. 
 The Cuomo investigation and share-
holder	demands	sent	a	strong	message:	
climate change represents serious finan-
cial risks that publicly traded companies 
need to analyze and then disclose to 
their investors (Sheehan 2008). Shortly 
thereafter, the SEC issued guidance to 
companies for considering and discuss-
ing in their annual Form 10-K reports 
any significant business risks posed by 
climate change (SEC 2010). 

Demands for Climate Risk 
Disclosure
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“The days are long past when 
climate risk can be treated as a  
peripheral or hypothetical concern. 
Companies’ financial condition 
increasingly depends upon their 
ability to avoid climate risk.”  
—	Petition	for	Interpretive	Guidance 
     on Climate Risk Disclosure (SEC 2007)

• Companies should disclose more information on 
how they influence the conversation on climate 
change and other issues of public interest— 
both directly through public engagement and  
indirectly through political activity and support  
of outside organizations. Further, companies should 
thoroughly consider and disclose climate-related 
business risks.  

• Congress should investigate ways to require 
more disclosure of corporations’ political activities, 
including their contributions to candidates, lob-
bying expenditures, and donations to politically 
active organizations. Congress should also hold 
companies accountable for these actions.

• the Securities and exchange Commission 
should require companies to disclose their  
political contributions and to report annually 
whether climate change poses any risks to their 
business, including those specifically related to 
the physical impacts of climate change.

• Investors and consumers should continue to 
work both individually and collectively to advance 
demands for transparency, accountability, and 
integrity in the private sector,  especially with  
respect to corporate memberships and donations 
to trade groups, think tanks, and other outside  
organizations. 

• the media should be mindful of potential  
conflicts of interest among the experts and other 
individuals they rely on for information, and  
disclose such conflicts when found.

Research methods can be found in Appendix A,  
and references for figure information in Appendix C, 
of the full report, which is available online at  
www.ucsusa.org/corporateclimate.

On	February	14,	2012,	several	documents	
were published online that reportedly 
were internal files from the Heartland  

Institute, a free-market think tank that routinely 
spreads misinformation on climate science (Hick-
man 2012; Heartland Institute 2011; Hoggan and 
Littlemore	2009).	The	documents	contained	 in-
formation on the organization’s funding sources 

as well as its budgetary 
and strategic priorities. 
Though inappropriately 
obtained (Broder and Bar-
ringer 2012), the leaked 
documents, if authentic, 

shed light on the internal workings of a think 
tank that recently has been quiet about its fund-
ing sources. 
 A proposed 2012 budget document, for ex-
ample, indicated that Heartland has and will 
continue to provide several thousand dollars per 
month to many academic scientists who have 
been “high-profile individuals who regularly and 
publicly	 counter	 the	 alarmist	 [anthropogenic	
global	warming]	message.”	The	documents	also	
outlined Heartland’s plan to challenge the teach-
ing of climate science in public schools; the plan 
included a module to teach high school students 
that “whether humans are changing the climate 
is	a	major	scientific	controversy.”	
 The documents showed that Heartland’s fi-
nancial backing comes from anonymous donors, 
the	fossil	fuel	industry—including	Murray	Ener-
gy	 Company	 and	 Marathon	 Oil	 Corporation—
and other corporate interests such as the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce, which has vocally op-
posed climate policy actions (U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce 2009). 
 The leaked documents underscore the need 
for greater transparency in corporations’ funding 
of outside organizations. Shareholders and the 
public deserve to know how corporations are 
trying to influence public understanding of cli-
mate science, and this information should be 
available through stronger disclosure requirements 
rather than through unauthorized releases.

Inside the Heartland Institute



the full report is available on the UCS website at www.ucsusa.org/corporateclimate.
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